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Why Engage?
• Because things are getting ropey and we all need to pitch in.

• Fredrick Brooks:  The Mythical Man Month (1975, so old its title is sexist).

• Programmers hate to be lead.

• But hub & spokes is efficient.

• Leading is just a team role like any other – about efficient coordination.

• Leading:  Don’t waste more person seconds optimising solutions than 
the delta between solutions gives you back! 

• Following:  Feed advice back to the leader when they seem to be 
ignorant, but also follow – coordinating is their job not yours.



Who Should Engage?

• Individual prominence is exactly like going viral:

• Need to be reasonably good at what you do.

• (Happen to?) Have acquired the skills / traits that the moment needs.

• Some random / chance event gives you momentum others around your 
skill level don’t happen to have (at least right now).

• If it happens to you:  time to do your best (requires self-maintenance too).

• If it happens to someone else:  help them be successful if you can (guard 
their time though.)



How Do You Split Up Your Time
• Foraging theory:  

• spend your effort on activities in proportion to their estimated 
likelihood to be efficacious.

• Explore / exploit:  

• If it looks like your efficacy model is out of date, you may want to invest 
time in updating it.

• If you get offered an opportunity you’ve never had before (or recently) 
increases the probability you might get a valuable update.

• No one can do everything, but there may be somethings all professionals 
should do.



• Architects learn laws, policy, and how to work with 
governments & legislatures at university…

• because society decided collapsing buildings were 
unacceptable, and city alterations affect everyone.

• ICT systems are now falling on people and affecting 
everyone.  Software needs to mature, as 
architecture did.

• Rate of successful, sustainable innovation is what 
matters, not just speed to market.

ICT Systems Are Designed, 
and Have Architecture



Slides I gave Thursday 
at the biannual OSCE/
ASEAN joint meeting 

on cybersecurity.



• Intelligence is doing the right thing at the right time.

• A form of computation, not math. Transforms sensing 
into action. Requires time, space, and energy. 

• Agent: any vector of change, e.g. chemical agents.

• Moral agents are considered responsible for their 
actions by a society.

• Moral patients are considered the responsibility of 
a society’s agents.

• Ethics is the set of behaviours that creates and 
sustains a society, including by defining its identity.

• Artificial intelligence is an artefact; built 
intentionally.

Moral 
subjects}

What is required to 
sustain a society will 
vary by context.

}

Definitions
for communicating 

right now

Intent ⟹ responsibility.}



Intelligence is a form of computation;  AI extends 
& reuses ours; ML uploads ours

2015 US labor statistics
ρ = 0.90

Caliskan, 
Bryson & 
Narayanan, 
Science, 
2017



AI, Machine Learning (ML) and Data
• AI is an artefact – a human responsibility.  No algorithm once 

conceptualised spontaneously generates an AI system.

• What we regulate is not micro details of how the AI works, but how 
humans behave when they build, train, deploy, and monitor the system.

• Machine Learning is one – statistical – tool we use to build AI.

• Only requires enough data to determine regularities.

• The most data doesn’t really win.

1. The most reliable data doesn’t tend to be gathered by governments.

2. Only reason to have excessive data is to micromanage populations.



Accountability for AI
• Law and Justice are more about dissuasion than recompense.

• Safe, secure, accountable software systems are modular – suffering 
from isolation or loss in such is incoherent.

• No penalty of law against any artefact–including a shell company– 
can have efficacy.  Humans are the accountable (moral) agents.

• If corporations are held to account, they will create appropriate 
levels of transparency, to prove due diligence.

Bryson, Diamantis &  Grant, 
AI & Law, 2017



Transparency for Due Diligence
• The systems engineering of software requires you to:

• Architect the system: design and document its components, 
processes for development, use, and maintenance.

• Secure the system. Including logs; provenance of software & data 
libraries (cf. Gürse “Agile Turn”, Pasquale “Black Box Society”).

• Document (log) with revision control every change to the code base 
– who made the change, when, and why.  

• Also allows “roll back” of changes that don’t work.

• For ML, log also data libraries, and model parameters.

• Log testing before and during release; also inputs and decisions of 
operational systems.



Caio Machado and Marco Konopacki

• We can recognise how 
people will vote from 
Facebook likes, Kinect (game 
console) data (Youyou &al. 
2015; Rothschild &al. 2015).

• We can recognise personality 
from likes, twitter.

• We can encourage action by 
individuals with targeted 
beliefs by making them feel a 
part of a movement/majority.

• With or without bots.

AI and Elections



Polarization and the Top 1%

r = .67

Polarization lagged 12 years r = .91
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Figure 1.2: Top One Percent Income Share and House Polarization

Voorheis, McCarty & Shor State Income Inequality and Political Polarization

• Late 19C inequality perhaps driven by 
then-new distance-reducing 
technologies: news, oil, rail, telegraph; 
now bootstrapped by ICT?

• Leading to regulatory capture.
• Great coupling – period of low 

inequality where wages track 
productivity – probably due to policy.  
We can fix this.

• Technological innovation mandates 
regulatory / governance innovation.

ICT and 
Regulation

Nolan McCarty 
& al 2006, 2016.



UK Principles of Robotics (2011) 
1. Robots are multi-use tools. Robots should not be designed solely or 

primarily to kill or harm humans, except in the interests of national 
security.

2. Humans, not robots, are responsible agents. Robots should be designed 
& operated as far as is practicable to comply with existing laws & 
fundamental rights & freedoms, including privacy.

3. Robots are products.  They should be designed using processes which 
assure their safety and security. [devops]

4. Robots are manufactured artefacts. They should not be designed in a 
deceptive way to exploit vulnerable users; instead their machine nature 
should be transparent.

5. The person with legal responsibility for a robot should be attributed.  
[like automobile titles] Bryson, Connection Science, 2017

Floridi & al. 2018


